Digitalization wildfire management near smart city
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Abstract. In article, there are considered results in digitalization wildfire management near smart city within Industry 4.0 period, when while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic. While research, there are used methods of data bases constructing, web-technologies and virtual reality tools. Also, there are used Foresight technologies, theory of decision making under uncertainties and risk management. As digitalization tools, authors propose to use online platforms, which integrate heterogeneous hardware and software resources in distributed networks. As study result, there is proposed a block model, that combines the investment objectives with cost of wildfire management near smart city adapted to Covid-19 pandemic and climate change conditions. Authors demonstrate usage of developed digital tools. The research results presented in this article has significant scientific novelty and can be useful for private investors, public environmental organizations of the civil sector and state environmental control bodies. They can be used in training and educational purposes, including development of Master's programs in environmental economics.

1 Introduction

Now, smart cities will be functioning not only in Industry 4.0 period, but and while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic. Climate change will lead to serious increasing of wildfire near smart cities to and people have to be ready for it with digital technologies. Covid-19 pandemic heavily shocks global economics and cut many expenses including wildfire management (WFM) expenses near cities. This will be trend for recent decade. Recently, a wide range of information technologies are planning and implementing by many businesses [1-9]. Era of Industry 4.0 leads to serious information technological changes in smart cities activity, including natural risks management (NRM) [10-13], which requires the development of new tools, including practical learning area [14].

The purpose of this article is to develop digitalization tools for geo-information support systems (GISS) to WFM near smart cities while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic. In
In this paper, we describe the development results of digital tools for such GISS within geo-information management (GIM) paradigm [15], in large environmental projects [16-18] within environmental economics [19-23]. We paid significant attention to GISS within climate change and Covid-19 pandemic context, including the issues of information collection and processing [11, 12]. Developed digital technologies for GISS to WFM near smart cities while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic, considered in this article, take these factors into account.

2 Materials and Methods

While study, we used theory of decision making under uncertainties, risk management approach, Foresight technologies, methods of data bases constructing, web-technologies and virtual reality (VR) tools. Also, we used big data and Internet of things technologies [16, 17, 24-26]. From the point of view of geo-information management, geo-space is structured to allocate the interconnected components of the solution space [19]. In research, we used data bases and tools of geo-information digital online platform EOS eos.com, including its Land Viewer (LV) product https://eos.com/lv/, which allows limited open access to operate space images from the Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 satellite systems.

3 Results

Using research results with Foresight technologies, we claim from the point of view of GIM, that in present conditions of climate change and Covid-19 pandemic, WFM near smart cities is to be carried out within the environmental economics as related set of natural-industrial projects (NIPs) within common space area and time period. In Fig.1, we present a block model of investment structure while such set of NIPs, which combines the investment objectives of NIPs (blocks 1-5) with cost of adequate geo-information support to WMF near smart cities (blocks 6-8), including NRM (block 7).

As study result, we propose to use geo-information distributed platforms (GIDPs) containing heterogeneous databases in the format of a multi-level architecture. We propose to use GIDP with three levels of data representation: "data - processing - interface". The advantages of such representation are the independence of the system from the number of software components included in each level and its own set of protocols and application interfaces for each level, which defines its own architecture.

To avoid the difficulties of multi-user access to data, we suggest to use a mechanism for pre-processing heterogeneous data, which includes a virtual data processor (VDP) and a data preparation unit (DPU). A VDP is a software module that allows uniform access to all system data via standard interfaces (protocols), while hiding the features of data placement, data structures and formats. A DPU aims at collecting and first processing the data requested by the user from the system. When using this mechanism, there is no need to convert data to the format used by the system, they remain in the original view and can be used locally by their applications.
Fig. 1. Block model for investment structure within WMF near smart cities.

Where: 1 – block of distribution of resources; 2 – block of formation of resources; 3 - block of formation of private income; 4 - block of formation of total income; 5 – block of formation of the investment share of resources; 6 - block of comparison with the permissible level of risk; 7-block of formation changing in time set of natural risks for WMF, including climate change risks and Covid-19 risks; 8 – block of environmental monitoring within WMF while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic conditions.

On basement of above mentioned block model, we propose to develop the geo-information support system (GISS) for WMF with combined structure for access, storage and analysis of information from open geo-spatial data sources, including archives and operative web tools.

Our analysis shows that the largest part of the cost of geo-information support is the environmental monitoring (block 8), the essence of which is determined by the content of block 7. Significant part of the cost in block 8 is the cost of hardware and software, which varies significantly for different NIPs. Reducing the cost of GISS for WMF is an important direction of GISS construction.

As a result of the research, performed using foresight technologies, we suggest to use geo-information distributed online platforms (GIDOPs) with cloud technologies (CT) as the main technological solutions for GISS construction. In this article, we recommend to use GIDOP EOS eos.com, including its Land Viewer (LV) product https://eos.com/lv/, which allows to operate with space images from the Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 satellite systems with limited open access.

Let’s go to examples. In figures 2-6, we show the sequential operations performed for the largest wildfires in Australia in the fall of 2019 near cities with using of GIDOP EOS and its tools. In the figures 2-6, we combine on one image the first and second mid-infrared (1566-1651 nm and 2107-2294 nm, respectively) and red (636-673 nm) channels, which allowed to identify the wildfires zones on combined space image as reddish colored areas on greening plane.
**Fig. 2.** Space image with wildfire zones (reddish), 3rd September 2019, Australia.

**Fig. 3.** Enlarge space image with wildfire zones, 3rd September 2019, Australia.

**Fig. 4.** Enlarge image of wildfire area and measuring its characteristics.
Then, we obtained data for WFM from figures 2-6, using GIDOP EOS's data bases and tools, and combining on one image the first and second mid-infrared (1566-1651 nm and 2107-2294 nm, respectively) and red (636-673 nm) channels, to see wildfires zones on combined space image as reddish colored areas on greening plane. Note, discussion of those data using for WFM is not task of this article.

4 Discussion

Proposed GISS to WMF near smart cities while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic can be used in educational and training purposes. Note, tasks of training will require a developed
learning base within special geo-information systems (GIS) laboratory. It can be undergoing with virtual reality (VR) technologies (Popov, 2019), that can reduce total cost of learning process.

5 Conclusions

In paper, we present results for digitalization of WMF near smart cities while climate change and Covid-19 pandemic. While research, we used Foresight technologies, theory of decision, risk management, methods of data bases constructing, web-technologies and virtual reality tools. As study result, we proposed a block model, that combines the investment objectives with cost of adequate WMF near smart cities adapted to climate change and Covid-19 pandemic conditions. As research result, we suggest to use GIDOP Earth and GIDOP EOS, including its LV product, as the main technological tools within GISS to WMF near smart cities adapted to climate change and Covid-19 pandemic conditions. We demonstrate possibilities of proposed GISS. As essential result, we propose to use developed GISS for educational and training purposes. The research results presented in this article has significant scientific novelty and can be useful for private investors, public environmental organizations of the civil sector and state environmental control bodies. They can be used in training and educational purposes, including development of Master's programs in environmental economics.
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